MANAGED
SERVICES

Premier Services
A Results-oriented Framework for Expedited Cloud Transformation
Whether you're seeking to modernize your IT environment with next-generation technology, or migrate to a cloud
infrastructure, Premier Services deliver strategic IT environment analysis and recommendations to align your business
and technology requirements. Secure-24's Premier Services span strategy to managed services through Public, Private
Hybrid, and Multi-clouds. Whatever the stage of your digital transformation or cloud adoption, a clear strategy and
road map can help to expedite your transformation enabling desired business and technology outcomes. Our
professionals assist in planning and implementing digital transformation or cloud migration projects strategy to help
enterprises attain strategic goals and objectives, while remaining competitive. Secure-24 Premier Services architects
will help accelerate your cloud transformation.

Premier Services: Discovery and Assessment Services

Key Features
• Comprehensive Discovery
A technical deep dive and IT
infrastructure discovery — from OS
to storage, to applications.
• IT Modernization
Recommendations to modernize IT
infrastructure for enhanced
productivity, efficiency, and agility.
• Comprehensive Infrastructure
Insight
Business and IT analytics to
understand system and application
interdependencies for informed
technology decisions.
• Strategic Partnership
Strategic service relationship
dedicated to exceeding technology
and cloud transformation
expectations.

Premier Services enable you to leverage our professional resources, in-depth
technical knowledge, and best-practice methodologies to add value to your IT
transformation projects. Our design and delivery teams specialize in complex
and multi-product IT integration to provide expedited guidance and
implementation. Discovery is the first step in the migration or transformation
process. Our Discovery Services help to design a strategy that meets your
unique business and technology objectives.
We use proprietary tools that perform detailed scenario analyses across
multiple migration scenarios to build a comprehensive business case and
business and technology migration strategy for your needs. sDiscover™, our
multi-site master inventory discovery assessment reduces transition risk by
identifying application interdependencies.
Our services approach is interactive with in-person or Web conference
consultant interviews. We offer three Discovery Assessments to
support your IT transformation and planning:
• Merger & Acquisition Assessment. Provides clear visibility into
technology footprints while engaged in an acquisition or merger.
This assessment assists in identifying system interdependencies
to critical systems, and aged infrastructure and alerts to potential
risks. With this information in hand Secure-24 will provide
recommendations and best practice guidance.
• Discovery and Migration Planning Assessment. A
comprehensive view of your IT infrastructure and strategic goals
to make recommendations addressing (private, hybrid, multi)
cloud, best practices, compliance and security. With the
assessment findings Secure-24 can identify opportunities for
optimization such as an oversized footprint that can be reduced,
thus improving performance and reducing costs. This
assessment will also look at how you use the cloud today and
provide future state goals and recommendations.
• Network Assessment. An analysis of network assets and performance
with recommendations to improve reliability, security and performance.
Secure-24 will analyze performance, traffic and bandwidth seeking
opportunities for improvement and areas of potential risk. At the
conclusion of this assessment a client receives a comprehensive
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inventory of their network assets and network topology diagrams.

Key Benefits
• Premier Services expertise from a
trusted multi-cloud advisor.
• Comprehensive cloud migration road
map for optimized results and reduced
costs.
• Best in class strategic partner
to take next step deployment
and implementation services
for an optimized cloud
platform.
• Expedited enterprise IT transformation
with less risk.

Related Services
• Custom Application
Services
• Application Services
• Managed IT Services
• Managed Cloud Services
• IT Transformation Services
• Cloud Transformation
Services

Contact Us
(800) 332-0076
info@secure-24.com

IT Transformation Services for Changing Business
Requirements

Secure-24 delivers IT Transformation services that enable businesses to
respond to changing business demands. Regardless of the need, our teams
are available to help ensure the success of migration, implementation, or IT
projects. Our clients gain efficiencies by augmenting IT staff or by utilizing our
Managed Cloud’s performance and scalability.
With Secure-24 IT Transformation Services, companies gain access to deep
technical expertise and to innovative technologies that expedite business
transformation. Our managed hosting environment not only enables IT teams to
focus on strategic projects, it reduces the burden of required capital
expenditures associated with IT upgrades.
When transforming IT or moving to the cloud, an experienced cloud migration
partner is a must. Our teams work with enterprises to develop a comprehensive
plan to meet cloud goals and outline a comprehensive strategy and architecture
to get you there — whether it's Private, Hybrid, Public or Multi-cloud.

Getting Started

Leverage Secure-24's methods, tools, and extensive experience with cloud
implementations across diverse industries and geographies. To learn more,
contact a Secure-24 Premier Services representative at info@secure-24.com or
visit www.secure-24.com/contact.

www.secure-24.com

Performance. Innovation. Trust. Comprehensive Managed Cloud Services.
For more information about Premier Services, visit Secure-24.com or call +1.800.332.0076 to speak to a Secure-24 representative.
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